The dose of a substance that causes death in P% of a population is called an LD P , where LD stands for lethal dose. In radiation research, a common LD P of interest is the radiation dose that kills 50% of the population by a specified time, i.e., lethal dose 50 or LD 50 . When comparing LD 50 between two populations, relative potency is the parameter of interest. In radiation research, this is commonly known as the dose reduction factor (DRF). Unfortunately, statistical inference on dose reduction factor is seldom reported. We illustrate how to calculate confidence intervals for dose reduction factor, which may then be used for statistical inference. Further, most dose reduction factor experiments use hundreds, rather than tens of animals. Through better dosing strategies and the use of a recently available sample size formula, we also show how animal numbers may be reduced while maintaining high statistical power. The illustrations center on realistic examples comparing LD 50 values between a radiation countermeasure group and a radiation-only control. We also provide easy-touse spreadsheets for sample size calculations and confidence interval calculations, as well as SASt and R code for the latter.
INTRODUCTION
Experiments are routinely conducted to learn the radiation dose that is lethal to 50% of a population -LD 50 . Additionally, researchers often compare LD 50 between two treatment groups with a dose reduction factor (DRF) -a ratio of two LD 50 . Typically, the LD 50 associated with irradiated animals receiving a radiation countermeasure is divided by the LD 50 associated with a radiation-only control group. Hence, an effective countermeasure will have DRF . 1, that is, a higher (better) LD 50 than control.
Studies evaluating radiation countermeasure efficacy occur with some regularity, but inference on LD 50 and DRF does not. Using Google Scholart, we searched journals with ''radiation research'' in the title over the years 2003-2013 for articles having ''dose reduction factor,'' ''dose modification factor'' or ''radiation protection factor'' anywhere in the article. We found 22 articles that used animal lethality experiments to evaluate efficacy of a radiation countermeasure (1-22; see Supplementary Information section for links to supplementary materials with summaries of LD 50 and DRF results). Sixteen studies (73%) did not provide statistical inference for their reported dose reduction factor. Additionally, 10 of the 22 studies used statistically inefficient designs for detecting DRF . 1. Any concern over the lack of formal statistical inference or efficient designs can perhaps be somewhat alleviated when considering the median number of animals used in these studies was 185, with a minimum of 60 and maximum of 620. Still, using relevant statistical methods would improve reported inferences while substantially reducing the numbers of animals required.
Confidence intervals (CIs) provide a range of plausible values for a parameter of interest, like LD 50 or DRF. Planners of future studies and importantly, regulatory agencies often want to know worst-and best-case scenarios, CIs can better inform these scenarios than point estimates (i.e., single ''best'' values) alone, even when point estimates are accompanied by a P value from significance testing. Several methods exist for calculating CIs for LD 50 and by extension, DRFs (23) (24) (25) . Some have slightly better statistical properties than others; some are easier to calculate than others. Radiation researchers not specializing in statistics would need and would benefit from an easy-touse CI method that has good statistical properties.
When a dose reduction factor is truly greater than 1, applying the same radiation doses to both treatment groups is statistically inferior for estimating dose reduction factor compared to staggering the doses between the groups. All 22 studies mentioned above clearly expected a DRF . 1, but nearly half used a ''same-dose'' design. An explanation of how staggered-dose designs improve power for detecting DRF . 1 may benefit those who conduct these experiments.
Recently, Kodell et al. (26) produced a sample-size formula for detecting DRF . 1. The current article expands on that work to help researchers plan studies with appropriate power, using sample sizes that may be notably smaller than those historically used. Having a sample-size formula is helpful, but there are several inputs into the formula that may not be well understood by nonstatisticians, thererfore, some examples should encourage its use among radiation researchers.
Using realistic examples, we illustrate (i) how to obtain confidence intervals for LD 50 and DRF, (ii) how staggereddose designs improve statistical power over same-dose designs and (iii) how to use previous data to design a prospective radiation countermeasure experiment with appropriate power (usually between 0.80-0.90). Underlying these objectives, we hope to convince the reader that sound statistical methods can substantially reduce the numbers of animals used in radiation countermeasure studies -an important goal in terms of both animal welfare and cost. Implementing these methods is easy with the Excel spreadsheets provided (see Supplementary Information section for the links to supplementary material Excel spreadsheets), the examples herein are provided in the spreadsheets and will assist users in understanding how the tools may be used for their specific situation.
CONFIDENCE INTERVALS FOR LD 50 and DRF
Our hypothetical experiment seeks to compare the totalbody irradiation dose that, by day 30, kills 50% (henceforth LD 50 ) of animals given or not given a radioprotectant. We let R ¼ 0 or R0 represent unprotected animals, and R ¼ 1 or R1 represent animals receiving radioprotectant. The parameter of primary interest is the dose reduction factor: DRF ¼ LD 50(1) /LD 50(0) . Table 1 contains hypothetical data from such an experiment. The data elements needed for estimating LD 50 and DRF are treatment group assignment (R0 and R1), log-radiation dose (logX), group size (N) and the number of animals dead by the designated time point (Y). (Although technically redundant, two variables, R0 and R1 are used to identify the two treatments when we specify two equivalent models for estimating, first, LD 50 and then, DRF.) Table 1 also includes the radiation doses (X) in Gy and ''TargetP'' -a variable to be explained below. We present Table 1 in a format suitable for most statistical software.
Statistical Analysis
We model Y with probit regression 3 that accounts for radioprotectant, R0 and/or R1 and log-radiation dose, logX. The regression assumes the slope on logX is the same for both treatment groups, but allows their LD 50 to differ. We consider two equivalent statistical models of Y. They both return the same predictions, but one is more useful for estimating LD 50 and the other for DRF. 4 Fitting these models with the maximum likelihood method 5 returns two things: regression estimates and a covariance matrix for the regression estimators. Point estimates for LD 50 and DRF are functions of the regression estimates. For confidence intervals, we recommend Wald's method because it is formula-based, and has good statistical properties when compared to other CI methods. 6 Wald's CIs for LD 50 and DRF are functions of both the regression estimates and certain variances/covariances of those estimates (i.e., select elements of their covariance matrix). Notes. R0 and R1 indicate absence and presence of radioprotectant, respectively; X and logX are, respectively, the radiation dose (Gy) and log 10 -dose corresponding to the indicated % target lethality (TargetP); Y is how many of N animals were dead by day 30. Radiation doses (X) are for a staggered-dose design when the estimated LD 50 for control is 7.3 Gy, the anticipated DRF is 1.2, and an estimated probit log-dose slope, b, is 20. 3 Others may use logistic regression. Methods recommended in this article are valid with logistic regression, too. 4 Technically, the models are reparameterizations of each other. Parameterizing the models as we will show below allows us to use essentially the same confidence interval formula. Using the same model to estimate both LD 50 and DRF would lead to more involved confidence interval formulae. 5 Many statistical software packages use the maximum likelihood method as default when fitting the regression; most have maximum likelihood as an option. This article assumes maximum likelihood estimation; results/formulae in this article differ for other estimation methods (e.g., exact, Bayes, etc.). 6 
LD 50 Model
Enter R0, R1 and logX into the model to obtain a 0 R0 þ a 1 R1 þ b logX. By default, most statistical software routines will insert an additional ''intercept'' parameter into this model, unless the user specifies it be excluded. This model should exclude the default intercept parameter. Statistical software should then provide estimates a 0 , a 1 and b, for a 0 , a 1 and b, respectively, and likely upon request (i.e., typically not by default), the estimated covariance matrix,
The diagonal elements of V are variances for a 0 , a 1 and b. Off-diagonal elements are covariances of the two implicated estimators. For example, v bb is the variance of b and v 1b is the covariance between a 1 and b.
DRF Model
Enter R1 and logX into the model to obtain a 0 þ a* 1 R1 þ b logX. Unlike the above LD 50 model, this model should include the (often) default intercept parameter. Here, a 0 is the default intercept; its estimate should be a 0 -the same as from the LD 50 model. The a* 1 is the difference between radioprotection and none; its estimate, a* 1 , should equal a 1 -a 0 from the LD 50 model. The estimated covariance matrix is
We provide formulas for point and interval estimators for log-LD 50 and log-DRF in Table 2 . Table 3 contains results from statistical analyses of our example data. Taking the antilog of resulting estimates gives the point and interval estimates of LD 50 ) or (7.27, 7.83). And for the R1 group, LD 50 (90% CI) was 8.99 (8.66, 9.33) Gy. The DRF when adding radioprotectant was 10 0.076 ¼ 1.19 with a 90% CI of (1.13, 1.25). Besides quantifying the precision with which we know a DRF or LD 50 , CIs may be used for hypothesis testing. From the example above, because the lower bound of the 90% CI is greater than 1.1, then a 0.05 significance level test of DRF 1.1 (a one-sided null hypothesis) is rejected. Of course, the usual null hypothesis that DRF 1 is also rejected. Our supplementary materials include a spreadsheet (see Supplementary Information section) that the user may enter needed elements from Table  2 formulas to arrive at results like those in Table 3 , as well as SAS and R code, which also produce Table 3 results.
STAGGERED-DOSE VS. SAME-DOSE DESIGNS
In experiments evaluating the dose reduction factor of a countermeasure, staggering radiation doses between the control and treatment groups to achieve (approximately) equal target lethalities results in ''staggered-dose'' designs. ''Same-dose'' designs occur when both groups receive the same radiation doses and inadvertently, different target lethalities. Compared to same-dose designs, staggered-dose designs tend to better ensure variability in lethality across the radiation doses. It is this lethality variability across radiation doses that gives understanding into how lethality is related to radiation dose (see Supplementary Information section for an example found in the supplementary materials).
Consider a hypothetical researcher studying a promising radiation countermeasure, 7 based on previous experiments, 
b ±MoE Notes. For significance level, a, z a is the 100(1 -a)th percentile of a standard normal distribution, and is appropriate for a confidence interval (CI) having a confidence coefficient of 100(1 -2a)%. For 90%, 95% and 99% CIs, z a ¼ 1.645, 1.960 and 2.576, respectively. 7 We base this example on 20 studies identified with ''dose reduction factor'' in our literature review. The minimum number of animals used was 60. The median number of radiation doses examined was 5. The median LD 50 for untreated animals was 7.28 with an interquartile range (IQR) of 6.62 -8.43. The median DRF was 1.22 with IQR of 1.12 -1.30. The median slope on probit regression lines was 25.3 with IQR of 17.5 -42.3. After the initial review, we added ''dose modification factor'' and ''radiation protection factor'' to the search strategy, picking up an additional two studies (5, 12).
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he believes the LD 50 for untreated animals is about 7.3 Gy. He also knows that a dose reduction factor of at least 1.2 is clinically meaningful and hopes to find the countermeasure to have such a dose reduction factor. Due to budget constraints, he has only 60 mice to work with and most studies he has read about in the past use at least 5 radiation doses, so he chooses to expose both untreated and treated animals to total-body irradiation doses of 6, 7, 8, 9 and 10 Gy. Suppose the true control LD 50 is 7.28 and the true DRF is 1.22, both unbeknownst to the researcher. Table 4 contains the most probable result for each treatment 3 dose group (i.e., each radiation-dose group within a treatment). If these were the observed data, the 6 dead control mice receiving 10 Gy provide little additional information to that already provided by the 6 dead control mice receiving 9 Gy. Similarly, the 0 dead treated mice receiving 6 and 7 Gy tell us little more than the 0 dead treated mice receiving 8 Gy. Repeated 0% or 100% responses at adjacent extreme doses provide very little useful information to inform the doseresponse relationship (see Supplementary Information section for an example found in the supplementary materials).
The researcher's assignment of the same doses to both groups is statistically inefficient for detecting a clinically meaningful dose reduction factor (and actually estimating DRF). Using information from other experiments (i.e., not the experiment being designed), the researcher had sensible estimates for two of three factors needed for designing a statistically efficient dosing strategy: (i) a control LD 50 estimated from previous experiments and (ii) a clinically meaningful dose reduction factor. The remaining factor is (iii) an estimated log-dose slope -how slowly or quickly lethality increases with increasing radiation dose; i.e., an estimated b from the LD 50 and DRF models above. Assuming b ¼ 20 for our hypothetical researcher, along with his estimated LD 50(0) ¼ 7.3 Gy and DRF ¼ 1.2, Table 1 contains a more efficient dose design where the X column denotes doses in Gy. Importantly, the control and treated groups have the same targeted % lethalities (see TargetP in  Table 1 ), which result in staggered doses. The supplementary materials contain a spreadsheet and R code in which the user can input an estimated control LD 50 and slope, an anticipated DRF, select lethality targets and treatment 3 dose sample size to produce radiation doses (Gy) and the expected number of deaths for each dose.
When the true DRF is greater than 1, same-dose designs have less power for detecting DRF . 1 than staggered-dose designs. Figure 1 compares power between a staggered-dose design and a same-dose design. Two important points should be taken from this figure: first, using 30 animals (N ¼ 3 per treatment 3 dose group) in a staggered-dose design for our hypothetical experiment is estimated to have power close to 0.90 for detecting a DRF ¼ 1.2 compared to 50 animals in a same-dose design (i.e., a 40% reduction in animal numbers when going from a same-dose to staggereddose design). Second, with 60 animals in this realistic example, the same-dose design has over 0.95 power for detecting a clinically meaningful difference. We reiterate that 60 animals was the minimum number used in the 22 studies we reviewed. Therefore, with proper planning, experiments may require substantially fewer animals than what has commonly been used. Percentage lethality (number dead)
Radiation Dose (Gy) 
CALCULATING SAMPLE SIZE
We now show how to calculate the sample size required to achieve adequate statistical power when testing whether the dose reduction factor of a potential countermeasure is clinically meaningful with the following example.
As in the examples above, one set of animals will receive a radiation countermeasure and a control set will not. The countermeasure's dose reduction factor is the statistical parameter of interest. We want to design an experiment that will have about 0.90 power to detect a DRF of 1.2 with a 0.05 significance level, one-sided test. We will consider experiments with 3, 5 and 7 doses per treatment and use the experiment that requires fewest animals.
Kodell et al. (26) developed the following sample size formula (Eq. 14, pp. 242) for these types of experiments. The formula assumes (i) two treatment groups (e.g., control and radioprotective countermeasure) and that each group has (ii) the same slope, b, (iii) the same number of animals, N, at each radiation dose and (iv) the same target lethalities (i.e., uses a staggered-dose design).
Here, N is the sample size for a treatment 3 dose group;
g is the number of dose groups, assumed equal for each treatment; t f,a and t f,b* are the 100(1 -a) th and 100(1 -b * ) th percentiles from a t distribution having f degrees of freedom, where f ¼ 2g -3, a is the significance level, and 1 -b * is the power, thus b * is the probability of a Type II error; w i is a weight, related to the target lethality of dose i for i ¼ 1 to g; b is an estimated slope; and q is the DRF to be detected.
From our initial information, we have a ¼ 0.05, b* ¼ 1 -0.90, q ¼ 1.2, and g ¼ 3, 5 or 7. The values of t f,a and t f,b* are readily available from tables or t statistics' calculators on the internet. For w, a function of the lethality targets, 8 we choose the lethality targets for the 3-, 5-and 7-dose designs that are presented in Table 5 ; see supplementary materials (Supplementary Information section) for calculation of P g i¼1 w i for the designs in Table 5 . The last piece is b. To estimate b, we use previous data from control mice, exposed to total body irradiation, all treated under protocols equivalent to the planned experiment. We observed the following lethality per total mice: 1/16 at 7 Gy, 3/16 at 8 Gy, 3/8 at 8.5 Gy, 15/24 at 9 Gy, 6/8 at 9.5 Gy and 15/16 at 10 Gy. Using probit regression of the proportion dead on log 10 -dose, our b (95% CI) was 20.26 (12.61, 27.91). Table 5 contains sample size calculations for 3-, 5-and 7-dose designs assuming a slight, moderate and steep slope (b) represented by our point estimate and confidence limits.
We learn two important concepts from Table 5 . First, within each column, we see that increasing the number of doses decreases N -the number of required animals per treatment 3 dose. The number of doses is something that researchers can control. Hereafter, given a fixed number of animals, it is usually better to have fewer animals over more doses than more animals over fewer doses. Second, within each row, as the probit log-dose slope, b, moves away from 0, required animal numbers tend to decrease. However, the actual slope is unknown. Using sample sizes based on the slope furthest from 0 (e.g., b ¼ 27.91 above) represents the ''best-case scenario'' in DRF experiments, and is seldom realistic; save if it is in line with past estimates from multiple similar experiments. Usually, the point estimate (e.g., b ¼ 20.26 above) is most sensible in terms of statistically justifying the number of animals. But using a b closer to 0 (e.g., b ¼ 12.61 above) may also be justified. For example, the point estimate may be notably higher than Table 1 ; the same-dose design has the R0 doses in Table 1 assigned to both groups. Power is based on a significance level of 0.05 for a one-sided Wald test with true LD 50 ¼ 7.3 Gy for R0, true probit log-dose slope b ¼ 20 and true DRF ¼ 1.2. N is for a radiation dose group within a treatment, and is assumed constant across all radiation doses and for both treatments, so total sample size is N/dose 3 5 doses/treatment group 3 2 treatment groups ¼ 10N.
expected or higher than other past estimates; or the implications of not detecting a true DRF . 1 (a Type II statistical error) are severe. In cases like these two, choosing the more shallow slope may be prudent.
By its very structure, Eq. (1) offers a way to help relieve the dilemma of which slope to choose. When using probit regression, the denominator -the only place where the slope (b) and DRF (q) appear -is the square of the effect size. 9 The effect size is (b log q). If uncertain about the anticipated slope and/or DRF, entering a reasonable effect size will return an appropriate sample size given the other inputs in Eq. (1). Since ''reasonable'' depends on context, careful consideration of the future experiment's context is important. Seventeen of the 22 DRF studies we reviewed had enough information to obtain effect size estimates, ranging from 0.75 to 3.77 with a median of 1.67.
Returning to our example in Table 5 , we see that given a dose reduction factor of 1.2, the estimated slope from the fitted line, b ¼ 20.26, corresponds to an effect size of 1.6 SD units. This is a reasonable target to detect. An effect size of 1.0, corresponding with the most shallow slope, b ¼ 12.61, requires substantially more animals. Conversely, the largest effect size of 2.2 (and steepest slope of b ¼ 27.91) needs noticeably fewer animals to maintain desired power. If a 2.2 SD effect size is considered relevant, then for the same total of about 30 animals for each of the three designs (Table 5) , we recommend a 3-dose or 5-dose design over a 7-dose design. A design with only 1 or 2 animals per group is generally not recommended, even though in theory it will provide nominal power (also see ref. 26) . Correctly reporting how we arrived at our sample size (including references) is important for regulatory bodies (e.g., institutional animal care and use committees) and funding agencies and is appreciated in journal articles. Ideally, reports should provide all inputs needed to arrive at our calculated sample size; thus making calculations reproducible for those who need or want to verify. From Table  5 , we choose the 5-dose design assuming a b ¼ 20.26. Emphasizing all inputs with italics, we may report our sample size calculation as follows.
''Assuming the probit slope of log 10 -radiation dose is 20.26, and the true DRF is 1.2, and with control and treated animals exposed to LD 5 , LD 27.5 , LD 50 , LD 72.5 and LD 95 , then 4 animals for each treatment 3dose combination (40 in total) will provide 0.90 power on a one-sided 0.05-significance level test.'' DISCUSSION LD 50 and DRF estimation are primary objectives in radiation countermeasure research as mandated by the U.S. FDA (28, 29) . Sound statistical methods aimed at these goals are not easily implemented with conventional statistical software. Through examples, we described and demonstrated here how to compute confidence intervals (CIs) for LD 50 and DRFs. We illustrated how staggereddose designs provide more efficiency than same-dose designs. And to researchers outside of statistics, we introduced a sample size formula specially suited for designing DRF experiments with appropriate power. Finally, we provided supplementary easy-to-use Excel spreadsheets, as well as SAS and R code files (see Supplementary Information section), which will facilitate implementation of the methods described here. Although we have emphasized radiation research, these methods can be 
Target lethalities are D-optimal, a 3-dose, symmetric design [see ref. (27)]. 9 For probit regression (as described in this article), 1/b is the standard deviation of the log-dose distribution; hence, the effect size is expressed in SD units. The effect size for logistic regression differs and is beyond the scope of this article. 572 useful in other settings that seek to estimate the relative potency of drugs or vaccines.
The vast majority of DRF studies seek to detect whether the proposed countermeasure provides a meaningful increase in LD 50 , with ''meaningful'' preferably defined in each case (for example DRF . 1.1). Typically, investigators have used large numbers of animals to answer this question. Since formal statistical inference for dose reduction factor has not been the norm, perhaps a reason researchers have used these large numbers of animals to feel relatively sure their point estimates were precise. We have addressed this important question through analysis of CIs for DRF. With CIs also providing a range of plausible values for the true DRF. Although precise (i.e., narrow) CIs are preferred, they come at a high price -many expended animals. The diminishing return of excessive animals is clear when we focus on the motivating question rather than on high precision. The sample size formula illustrated in this paper shows we can address the primary question and dramatically reduced the numbers of animals traditionally used, oftentimes by greater than half.
The sample size obtained from the sample size formula (Eq. 1) implemented in the spreadsheet is only as good as the estimates inputted by the researcher. Researchers can draw from their own and others' experience in informing the estimates of lethalities (e.g. LD 50 ) and log-dose slope. Although data may not be available for the countermeasure agent of interest, data from similar experiments may be informative (see supplementary materials for LD 50 , slopes and DRFs from the review of studies described in the Introduction section). As a starting point the researcher should ask the following for each treatment group (e.g., countermeasure and control): ''What is the highest radiation dose that will likely leave all of the animals alive?'' and ''What is the lowest radiation dose that will likely kill all of the animals?'' Any doses more extreme will likely be noninformative and a waste of resources. Because these questions can be asked for each treatment group individually, staggered-dose designs are a natural (and efficient) result. However, despite researchers' best efforts, their lowand high-dose estimates are still guesses, albeit educated ones. For this reason, it is important to evaluate a range of scenarios, not only expected ones, but particularly realistic worst-case scenarios. Designing efficient studies requires careful thought and time, but in the long term will save even more time and resources.
Inherent in the sample size formula are the following design recommendations;
Use staggered-dose designs rather than same-dose designs. The former are more efficient, with efficiency increasing as the true DRF moves further from 1 and as the slope steepness increases. For a set number of animals, use more rather than fewer radiation doses (see also 30, 31) . This comes with the caveat that having very small numbers of animals at each dose (e.g., 1 or 2) may not be as powerful in practice as it is in theory. Use at least 3 radiation doses per treatment, with the middle dose at the estimated or projected LD 50 for that treatment. Note: though placing all of the animals for each treatment at its true LD 50 will yield the most precise estimate of DRF, the true LD 50 is not known; hence our recommendation.
It is important to note that these design features are all under the researcher's control, and should be capitalized upon.
Beyond the scope of this article are the following theoretical considerations. Sometimes with probit and logistic regression modeling there is no unique maximum likelihood solution (usually indicated with a warning message by the software). In those cases, Wald intervals fail to exist or are bounded by 0 or infinity. For these instances, other confidence interval methods may provide valid intervals, such as the inverted likelihood ratio test, Bayesian, or bootstrap intervals. In addition, it is important to remember that Eq. (1) is based on what is called the delta method, but we are recommending using Wald confidence intervals. The two methods differ slightly, so actual power may not be the claimed power, but Kodell et al. (26) have demonstrated good performance for Wald tests using this formula. Finally, we suggest that researchers keep in mind that their experiments contain rich survival information that is reduced when examining LD 50 and DRF endpoints; other survival analyses may be more informative (e.g. 32).
We hope we have convinced the reader that too many animals are often being unnecessarily sacrificed, given that study objectives can be achieved with fewer animals. The 4 ''R''s in animal research are:
Replacement (of animals with alternative techniques); Refinement (of design and analysis); Reduction (of animal numbers); and Responsibility (for conducting the best studies).
Using our methods and tools, our hope is that researchers can easily accomplish 3 of these 4 ''R''s.
SUPPLEMENTARY INFORMATION
Supplementary material mentioned through out this article; http://dx.doi.org/10.1667/RR13429.1.S1.
Supplementary spreadsheet based on logistic regression. Excel file with several spreadsheets, some containing data and others ''tools'' that one can enter routine statistical results to obtain the results described in this article; http:// dx.doi.org/10.1667/RR13429.1.S2.
Supplementary spreadsheet based on probit regression. Excel file with several spreadsheets, some containing data, and others ''tools'' into which one can enter routine statistical results to obtain the results described in this article; http://dx.doi.org/10.1667/RR13429.1.S3.
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Supplementary material -''R'' code accompanying text. Computer code for generating the data, performing the analyses and displaying much of the results in this article. This computer code is for a statistical software entitled ''R''; http://dx.doi.org/10.1667/RR13429.1.S4.
Supplementary material -''SAS'' code accompanying text. Computer code for generating the data, performing the analyses and displaying much of the results in this article. This computer code is for a statistical software entitled ''SAS''; http://dx.doi.org/10.1667/RR13429.1.S45.
